Learning and Knowledge Development Facility (LKDF):
A Sida-UNIDO industrial skills development resource

Meeting Minutes:

Annual Partners Learning Workshop (APLW)
13th December 2016
9.15am-5.30pm
14th December 2016
9am-1pm

Hotel Kenzi Tower, Casablanca, Morocco

Summary
Participants and Agenda
LKDF partners from the private sector, the public sector, and the development sector as well as
interested observers attended the APLW 2016 meeting in Morocco.
Private sector partners included LKDF partners Volvo, Scania, OCP Foundation, Aikagroup, and
EON Reality as well as interested observers from Shell, OMV, and SMT Group.
Public sector partners included representatives from the Liberian Ministry of Education as well
as interested observers from the Ministries of Vocational Training of Senegal and Cote d’Ivoire.
Development sector partners were represented by USAID, Sida, the Government of Finland, the
Swedish Embassy (all LKDF partners) and by interested observers from GIZ, LuxDev, the World
Bank, IFC, and the European Union Mission to Liberia.
Attendees related to the LKDF PPDPs included VTC managers, CTAs and UNIDO field staff from 6
LKDF PPDPs: AGEVEC (Morocco), HDECoVA (Ethiopia), SAT (Iraq), ZAMITA (Zambia), JHEOS
(Liberia), and SADC Forest (South Africa) as well as LKDF staff from UNIDO HQ in Vienna.
For the detailed list of participants, please refer to Annex 1. For an overview of the meeting’s
agenda, please refer to Annex 2.

Objectives
The objective of the Annual Partners Learning Workshop (APLW) was to reflect jointly and
systematically on lessons-learnt so far. This was done through a series of focused lines of
inquiry and workshop sessions that aimed to deliver learning exchange.
The objectives of the 4th APLW, held from 13th-14th December 2016 in Morocco were: 1)
Update on the progress of the LKDF and individual Public Private Development Partnership
(PPDP) projects, 2) Learning sessions on key thematic topics, such as “Results of the LKDF and
Goals for the next three years” and a “Training on the PPDP approach”, 3) Visit of the AGEVEC
project.
In conjunction with the APLW, a leadership seminar was organized on 11th December 2016.
The aim of the seminar was to facilitate and exchange between managers from vocational
training centres hosting a PPDP project. VTC managers and Chief Technical Advisors (CTAs) from
LKDF PPDP projects participated in this seminar. In addition, two trainings on ISO standards and
Career Centres have been held on 12th December and 15th December, respectively.
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Picture: Participants to the Annual Partners Learning Workshop (APLW) of the Learning and
Knowledge Development Facility (LKDF)

Pictures (clockwise): Entrance to the Ecole des Métiers de Bâtiments et Travaux Public (EMBTP),
the VTC hosting AGEVEC; the introduction session in the amphitheatre; a project poster for the
SADC Forest project
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Summary of Discussions
Session #1: Keynotes and Introductions
UNIDO: Mr. Jaime Moll de Alba, Chief; Country Partnership Division

• We need to focus on the innovative approach of PPDPs, bringing together private,
•
•

public, and development sectors
There are very few working PPDPs in education on the ground, and the LKDF is a prime
example of how this can be done
It’s now time to move from single-country programs to multi-country ones with some of
our partners

OFPPT: Mr. Driss Bettache; Development Director

• We have a global budget of 3407 M MAD
•
•
•

There are 11 regional directions and 356 schools across the country (up from 184 in
2002/2003) and 3014 different specialisations
73% of small enterprises are started by OFPPT graduates
We have 23 ISO certified VTCs and are member of the African Alliance for the
Development of Vocational Training

USAID: Mr. Kurt Low; Head of Economic Growth; USAID Morocco

• Our mission is to promote peaceful reform, and USAID Morocco have a 5-year strategy
•

to foster an open, modern, free, and liberal place for dialogue in Morocco
We focus on 3 sectors: education (literacy), economic growth, and civil society and are
excited to create further PPDPs with UNIDO (in addition to AGEVEC)

Volvo: Mr. Johan Reiman; Manager CSR Projects; Volvo Group Headquarters

• I am not only representing a CSR function, but also 110,000 Volvo Group employees
•
•
•
•

We currently have 3 PPDP projects: Ethiopia, Zambia, Morocco and have been involved
for years in this
These PPDPs are extremely well aligned with how we want to work in the future in the
societies that we are operating
They are the best solution that we see where we can have a relation with both the
private and public sector to come together to close the gap that hinders growth
The LKDF as a platform – we are trying to use and share best practices and it is
extremely good for us to meet other partners and the UNIDO reps and hear what’s
going on the different projects – we want to absorb best practices to use them for our
projects

Embassy of Sweden: Mr. Jonatan Henriksson, First Secretary, Deputy Mission Head

• We are very happy about this type of cooperation and the LKDF, because it helps with

development and growth and it fits perfectly with the idea of sustainable development
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Sida: Ms. Anne Kullman; Senior Programme Manager, Collaboration with the Private Sector

• For us, the question is how can we create more PPDPs?
•

In order to grow bigger and bigger, we need to learn from the different projects and we
are happy to have this gathering here in Settat

Session #2: Results of the LKDF and Goals for the next three years
Session 2 started with an overview of the LKDF and its deliverables including learning products,
presented by Mrs. Virpi Stucki. A film presenting the results from different partners’ points of
view (Public, Private, Development sector) was shown to the audience. Subsequently, the
individual PPDPs were asked to give a brief overview on their projects. The next part of the
session was dedicated to an introduction to other models in skills delivery with private sector
participation, in Luxembourg and Senegal. The key messages of the country presentations are
summarized below.
Update and results of ongoing LKDF Public Private Development Partnerships
Mr. Jason Hiscocks/SAT

• The SAT started earlier than the other projects, and some key learnings can be seen
• 3 Main Results

o Very clear structure for the project allowed to achieve results
o Cooperation with Iraqi authorities (especially the Ministry of Labor and Social
Affairs) has been crucial for the project’s success
o Adapting to unexpected economic/political circumstances (e.g. instability in the
region) has been complicated

Mr. Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA

• Mr. Lulie is the dean of Selam Children Village – one of the departments contains

HDECoVA
• 3 Main Findings/Results
o Developed an apprenticeship program based on cooperative training - the
Ethiopian Gov’t would like to replicate the school in other locations
o Revenue
§ Cost-sharing program and 80% of students get a scholarship
§ 70 short-term training with 6 companies have been conducted
§ Evening program with additional income for trainers
o Persuade the general public that truck maintenance is not only a man’s business
§ From 1 girl to 29% female
§ Used Facebook for this
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Ms. Leila Ferrali/AGEVEC

• 3 Main Findings/Results

o Equipped 4 workshops with equipment from Volvo
o First promotion with 19 trainees will graduate soon
o Project successfully welcomes students from three different countries (Morocco,
Ivory Coast, Senegal)

Mr. Sean Paterson/SADC

• Unlike other projects, the SADC projects involves several private sector partners with
multiple phases
• Core partners are AIKA Group, Kara, I.C.E. Forestry and Naledi 3D
• There are also agreements with Sappi, and South African National Park Services
Mr. Alport Banda/ZAMITA

• We have been training people since 1964 at NORTEC (the host VTC of ZAMITA), but

without the support of the partners of this PPDP, we would not be able to offer this high
level of education
• 3 Main Findings/Results
o TEVETA (the Zambian TVET authority) has accredited ZAMITA in June 2016 and
the first group of students has started towards the end of this year
o We have been the school that used Festo’s e-learning course the most in the
SADC region, or possibly even in all of Africa
o Copper prices are low and this poses a big problem for us now in terms of finding
jobs for our graduates
Ms. Kerstine Kageni/JHEOS

• We work closely with several Liberian ministries (i.e. Education, Industry)
• The main benefits that we draw from the LKDF are e-learning, goProve (the LDKF’s M&E
tool), posters, postcards, and curricula
• 3 Main Findings/Results
o The Government of Japan has communicated that Phase I of the project was so
successful that JHEOS will be showcased in all of Japan
o The main challenges for us are long-term funding and sustainability
Mr. Bruno Renders/IFSB

• We have an integrated strategy for CDEC (Luxembourg’s Construction Industry

Association)
• Operational structures are either private or PPDPs
• IFSB (Mr. Renders’ is the Director General) has been founded in 2002, and is a centre for
competence for sustainable building
• Challenges include female participation and attracting young trainees for the
construction industry
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Ms. Awa Sagna/Senegal

• Ms. Sagna presented the work being done by the Senegalese Ministry of Vocational
Training, Learning and Crafts, as well as PPPs in the country

Questions & Answers
Q: Mr. Abdou Fall /Senegal

I would like to know more about PPDP’s
a) Legal framework
b) Training of trainers
c) Perception of TVET across the projects
A: Mr. Bruno Renders/IFSB

•

In Luxembourg, there is a legal structure in place to make employers pay (percentage of
the employer’s total payroll)

A: Mr. Alexis Hoyaux/LuxDev

•

This is a difficult topic, easy for us in Luxembourg - what about PPDPs?

A: Mr. Jason Hiscocks/SAT

•
•

There was no legal structure for the SAT
All equipment shared by partners (equipment belongs to Scania, building to the Iraqi
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, etc.)

A: Mr. RV Padmanabhan/ZAMITA and JHEOS

•
•

In Zambia, there is only one school whose graduates go on to work for the copper
industry, and that is NORTEC – that’s why we partnered with them
In Liberia, we partner with one of the most renowned institutions, the Booker
Washington Institute (10% public funding, 90% student fees)

A: Mr. Harris Tarnue/BWI

•

We are Liberia’s only autonomous public training institution, and hence free to raise our
own funds via student fees as well as free to establish partnerships

A: Ms. Elisabeth Lanzi Mazzocchini/EU Liberia

•

We put as a precondition for a future project that any school should have budget
autonomy like BWI, which is currently the only school to have that in Liberia

A: Mr. Sean Paterson/SADC

•
•

As the macroeconomic environment in South Africa became difficult, problems at the
school ensued, with maintenance and staff time being cut
Ethiopia is a good example of generating revenue, they did this by creating a heavy duty
truck maintenance workshop
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Q: Mr. Zakaria Sall/Senegal

•
•

I am the director of a school in Dakar
How do you divide the resources at a PPDP?

A: Mr. RV Padmanabhan/ZAMITA and JHEOS

•
•

•

We select or partners based on specific goals
Let us take Zambia as an example: We know that the graduates would go on to work for
mines, but saw that the technology was not up to expected standards – this is where
Volvo stepped in
The host VTC in Zambia was not in a position to develop a new curriculum, so that’s
what we did together with Sida – it’s now accredited on a national level

Session #3: Plenary Session - Independent Evaluation Results
In Session 3, Mr. Sean Burke as the independent evaluator of the LKDF has been interviewed on
his preliminary findings, followed by a Q&A session. Key takeaways from Session 3 are
summarized below.
Summary of Interview with Sean Burke (Independent Evaluator)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The interviews are to 60-70% complete, and I expect them to be finalized next week
The LKDF team is motivated, PPDPs are the wheels for the project, speed and
momentum come from the LKDF, but the money runs out at the end of the year
The question for the LKDF is how to make a great project even greater?
The LKDF is the central platform for the individual PPDPs
I understood that there are several issues with governments
The question we should be asking ourselves is: What is the model that can take the LKDF
to the next level?
There are some key USPs, with PPDPs and market-led development
However, I’m not sure whether I see many scale-ups
In terms of the structure of the project: What would happen if we get 50 PPDPs in a
year’s time, that would require a wholly new operational structure
I would focus on the strategic level– a vision how the LKDF’s next level could look like
Final results will be ready next week

Questions & Answers
Q: Emmanuel Anyim/Shell:

•

The objective from PPDPs should not be just to train, but ensure that they are employed

Q: Elizabeth Mazzocchini/EU Liberia:

•

On that note, the project sounds very interesting, and it would be great to know how
many people found jobs?
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A: Virpi Stucki /LKDF

•

We have this as KPI #5 in goProve, but many PPDPs are too young for an endline (e.g.
ZAMITA, AGEVEC, and JHEOS had their first intake in 2016), but we do have promising
results from Ethiopia and Iraq (e.g >90% at HDECoVA)

Q: Jane Onoka/IFC

•

What about commercial financing options? We would be interested in potentially using
some of our funds. Has this not been part of the independent evaluation?

A. Sean Burke/Independent Evaluator

•

This has not been an explicit focus of our evaluation, and the other question is how
many sectors are you willing to address?

Q: Tian Chen Clausen/Volvo

•

There are many examples where a private partner would be helpful – how could we
move this to the next level?

A: Sean Burke/Independent Evaluator

•

My advice would be to widen the mandate of the LKDF’s successor from Learning and
Knowledge, as the current status does not do justice to the LKDF management team’s
work

Session #4: Plenary Report from the VTC Manager and CTA Meetings
The CTA meeting convened VTC managers, CTAs and UNIDO field staff from 6 LKDF PPDPs:
AGEVEC (Morocco), HDECoVA (Ethiopia), SAT (Iraq), ZAMITA (Zambia), JHEOS (Liberia), and
SADC Forest (South Africa), as well as interested observers from Senegal. They exchanged
experiences and discussed good and bad practices. On behalf of the VTC managers and the
CTAs, Mr. RV Padmanabhan and Ms. Kerstine Kageni have been interviewed. Key takeaways
from Session 4 are summarized below.
Summary of Interview with Kerstine Kageni and RV Padmanabhan
• Advertising on social media to attract female students has been a best practice example,
particularly at AGEVEC
• In regards to staff development and training, the knowledge in Liberia is still pre-civil
war (n.b. ended in 2003), one of the chances in this regard is e-learning
• SADC is a good example for health & safety, other PPDPs are looking forwards to
replicate that experience
• For M&E and goProve (the LKDF’s M&E tool), we learnt from BWI (the Liberian host
VTC) to have an alumni platform, this would help us to have better and more data on
students after they leave
• Some CTAs remarked that the training on ISO certification was very helpful
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•

“This forum has been an eye opener for me, what works and what doesn’t – and to
learn from other PPDPs what has worked well for them”

Input from other participants
• Sean Paterson/SADC: This was the first time for me to participate In such an exchange, I
learnt from Felix Duterte how you can grow a program by building a visual identity and
would like to implement this in my PPDP in South Africa now
• Jason Hiscocks/SAT: ISO 90001 manual for the LKDF would be very helpful – the ISO
training on Monday has been very insightful in this regard

Session #7: Private Sector Panel
In Session 7, several partners and potential partners from the private sector were given the
opportunity to reflect upon the PPDP projects and the impact on their corporations. This was
followed by a Q&A session. Key takeaways from Session 7 are summarized below.

Picture with Participants of the Private Sector Panel (from left to right): Mr. Gillian Martin Mehers (Facilitator), Mr.
Abdelhadi El Mejdoubi (SMT Group), Mr. Teppo Kettula (Aikagroup), Mr. Magnus Karlsson (Scania), Mr. Emmanuel
Anyim (Shell). Not in the picture: Mr. Johan Reiman (Volvo) and Mr. Abdelhafidh Chaibi (OMV)
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Summary from the Panel
Magnus Karlsson/Scania

•

I have not been involved form the beginning, but for us, the LKDF is a great way of
collaborating

Johan Reiman/Volvo

•
•
•

We need a partner that has the knowledge and the ability to implement this kind of
projects and we are still far away from the 10 schools that we would like to have
Wherever in the world we have a shortage in business skills, then we turn to a donor
and implement that project
Having the LKDF as a platform is an enabler for us to reach that goal

Teppo Kettula/Aikagroup

•
•

This approach allows us to come out and perform our skills in a good environment
In a normal world, it would not be possible - so we think this is a special world

Emmanuel Anyim/Shell

•
•

I see a partnership that works, especially in the area of skills development
We are new to the world of PPDPs and this is a unique one – one where we would be
very happy to take a second look at

Abdelhafidh Chaibi/OMV

•

It is very simple, results can be better achieved with this kind of partnership

Abdelhadi El Mejdoubi/SMT Group

•
•
•
•

We are actually a customer – a Volvo dealer in Morocco
This partnership gives us the opportunity to recruit trainees with hands on-experience we don’t need the diplomas but want the graduates
We are happy to participate in AGEVEC and also get the benefits
In the past, we recruited technicians who lacked hands-on skills, now this is no longer
the case

Questions & Answers
Q: Sean Paterson/SADC Forest

•

How do we better communicate PPDP benefits to smaller companies like Aikagroup?
And how can we be more real-time about problems?

A: Teppo Kettula/Aikagroup

•

Companies are a bit wary to come into such projects, with a big UN system on the other
side – they are afraid of red tape and the delays
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•
•

There still is a burden of bureaucracy, guidelines, rulebooks, stakeholders
We should try to eliminate or significantly reduce burdensome processes

Q: Iris Rotzoll/GIZ

•
•
•

We find it difficult to get in touch with HR departments to find out the skills need
CSR is ready, but that is not the core function for what we would like to know
What would the private sector need from us so that we can reach out to those
departments?

A: Emmanuel Anyim/Shell

•
•
•

There are certain peaks in terms of needs for employment
The project teams have the best information and they work with the CSR teams
But the HR will only give you information about generic profiles – it’s the project teams
at the forefront that have the best information

A: Abdelhafidh Chaibi/OMV

•
•
•
•
•
•

Another way to look at this would be that companies really know their needs well, but
they are constantly changing
When the projects are handed over to contractors, that’s a wholly different story
Talking about capacity building and society, this does not directly cater to the company’s
needs, but is important for business nevertheless
Especially in oil & gas, we need supplier development and there is a huge gap in that
regard
The other forgotten item is the civil society capacity building – one side of that is
business support organizations
Even civic organizations are very important since a lot of clashes occur when the
company comes in

A: Nadia Amrani/USAID

•
•
•

We needed to talk to the top management in Tangiers at Renault – then, the doors were
open
If you can show the private sector what you can offer, then they open their arms
What we try to do with Renault is working with all of their suppliers as well, even the
small businesses

A: Magnus Karlsson/Scania

•
•

In most markets, we are a small company and even a one-man show - if you want to
contact someone from the normal company structure, that’s often not possible
My advice would be to contact the local company directors, don’t be afraid to ask for
the managing director and put forward your request there
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Q: Alexis Hoyaux/LuxDev

•
•

Do you share this information within your industries, federations, etc.?
I’m from Belgium and one company went to Macedonia and they did not know anything
about organizations like GIZ on the ground who could help them

Q: Anne Kullman/Sida

•
•

I learnt a lot, and thanks for the collaboration to the private sector partners
My short question for you would be how to improve communication within the projects
and how to do more in these partnerships?

Q: Senegalese Delegation

•

My question is for Volvo’s representative – the primary objective is not the formation of
people, but to make sure that production works smoothly. What do companies expect
from the students in general and what does HR expect in particular?

A: Johan Reiman/Volvo

•
•
•
•

We try to make use of best practices as a baseline for next projects
Before coming to Volvo, I worked for 5 years in truck development
We changed focus from changing things late on the project to do it right in the very
beginning, in order to save costs
Also, our legal council is important and so that we don’t have any issue in that regard

Remark: Tian Chen Clausen/Scania

•
•
•

We have this difficulty that PPDPs in the private sector are very cross-functional
The organization as such is not adapted to that set-up and the requirements that a PPDP
entails from both the HQ and the local office and local partners
We congratulate our colleagues from Volvo that they have a very clear way of working
with PPDPs within the company

Session #8: Training on how to increase the number of female trainees in
TVET?
Session 8 was dedicated to insights of two recent studies on how to increase the number of
female trainees. Earlier in 2016, the LKDF had already published an international best practice
guide on this.1 Mr. Nik Buehren from the World Bank Africa Gender Innovation Lab (GIL)
reported from a recent study that took place at HDECoVA (Ethiopia) and Mr. Maximilien Pierotti
spoke about another recent study at AGEVEC (Morocco). The surveys were done through
interviews of local young women and their parents.
1

https://www.lkdfacility.org/resources/encouraging-more-female-trainees-in-vocational-training-in-traditionallymale-orientated-areas-what-are-we-learning
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Top take-aways from Mr. Nik Buehren
1) Social networks were very important for female student who ended up enrolling in
HDECoVA -> knowing another person who works in mechanics
2) Counter to our expectations, there were high levels of parental supportfor young
females to join a non-traditional (male-dominated) training and this played a
significant role in young women’s decision to go through a heavy machinery training
Top take-aways from Mr. Maximilien Pierotti
1) Social media and specific communication strategies have been developed to reach
out to young female trainees-> talking to young people through the media that they
use is key
2) Among the primary results is a typology of young women in male-oriented fields,
showing varying degrees of ambitions and different goals; the power of stereotypes
against these choices, even among women themselves
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Annex 2: Agenda
Tuesday, 13th December

Facilitator: Gillian
Martin Mehers

V enue: Ecole M ohammed V I de Formation dans les M étiers du Bâtiment et des
Travaux Publics, Settat
07:45 – 08:00

Meeting at the Hotel Lobby (Kenzi Tower)

08:00 – 09:15

Bus to Settat

09:15 – 10:30

Session #1: Keynotes and Introductions
• Welcome speeches and keynotes
o UNIDO: Jaime Moll de Alba, Chief; Country Partnership
Division
o OFPPT: Mr. Driss Bettache; Development Director
o USAID: Dana Mansuri; Mission Director, USAID Morocco
o Volvo: Johan Reiman; Manager CSR Projects; Volvo Group
Headquarters
o Sida: Anne Kullman; Senior Programme Manager,
Collaboration with the Private Sector and Embassy of Sweden:
Jonatan Henriksson, First Secretary, Deputy Mission Head
• Participant introductions
• Programme and methodology for the APLW

10:30 – 11:00

11:00 – 12:30

Coffee Break
Session #2: Results of the LKDF and Goals for the next three
years
• Brief overview of the LKDF and its deliverables including learning
products
• Film presenting the results from different partners point of view
(Public, Private, Development sector)
• Update and results of ongoing LKDF Public Private Development
Partnerships
o AGEVEC - Morocco: Ms. Leila Ferrali, Gender Expert
o HDECOVA - Ethiopia: Mr. Shewangezaw Lulie, General
Manager of Selam Childern's Village
o SAT - Iraq: Mr. Arif Hito, General Director, Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs, Kurdistan
o SADC Forestry - South Africa: Mr. Sean Paterson, Chief
Technical Advisor
o ZAMITA - Zambia: Mr. Alport Banda, Head of Department
for Automotive and H.E.R.
o JHEOS - Liberia: Ms. Kerstine Kageni, Project Officer
• Introduction to other models in skills delivery with the private
sector participation
o Example from Senegal: Ms. Awa Sagna, Director, Centre de
Formation aux Métiers Portuaires et de la Logistique
o Example from Luxembourg: Mr. Bruno Renders, Executive
Director, Institut de Formation Sectoriel du Bâtiment (IFSB)
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Luxembourg
• Identification of learning goals for the next three years

12:30 – 14:00
14:00 – 15:00
15:00 – 16:00
16:00-16:30

Lunch
Visit to the host VTC in Settat
Session #3: Plenary Session - Independent Evaluation Results
Coffee Break

16:30 – 16:45

Session #4: Plenary Report from the VTC Manager and CTA
Meetings
• Selected Vocational Training Centre (VTC) Manager will share
highlights and key learning from the VTC Manager and Chief
Technical Advisor meeting and certification training

16:45 – 17:15

Session #5: Reflections on the Day and Closing of Day 1
• Reflections from Day 1
• Plans for the evening and programme for Day 2

17:30 – 18:15

Bus: Settat - Hotel (Kenzi Tower)

19:00 - 19:15

Bus: Hotel (Kenzi Tower) - Rick's Café

19:15 – 21:00

Dinner at Rick's Café
248 BLVD SOUR JDID, Casablanca 20250, Morocco
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Wednesday, 14th December

Facilitator: Gillian
Martin Mehers

V enue: Hotel Kenzi Tower, Casablanca, Room DAR BEIDA 2
08:00 – 08:45

Meeting with the Senegalese delegation at Hotel Kenzi Tower
• Room DAR BEIDA 2

09:00 – 09:10

Session #6: Opening Session Day 2
• Introduction to the day

09:00 – 09:50

Session #7: Private Sector Panel
• Perspectives on PPDPs from private sector partners and
potential partners

09:50 – 10:45

Session #8: Training on how to increase the number of female
trainees in TVET?
• An evidence-based training given by the World Bank’s Africa
Gender Innovation Lab (GIL)
• Presentation of findings from Moroccan gender study

Niklas
Buehren/The
World Bank
Maximilien Pierotti

10:45 – 11:45

Coffee Break and Individual meeting time

11:45 – 12:45
(three parallel
training
sessions)

Session #9A: Training on PPDP approach (English)
• Room: Afrique 1

Virpi Stucki

11:45 – 12:45
(three parallel
training
sessions)

Session #9B: Training on PPDP approach (French)
• Room: DAR BEIDA 1

Maximilien Pierotti

11:45 – 12:45
(three parallel
training
sessions)

Session #9C: Training on measuring results in PPDPs (English
and French)
• Room: DAR BEIDA 3

Stefan Windberger
Felix Duterte

12:45 – 13:00

Session #10: Closing and Next Steps
• Next steps for the LKDF and PPDPs
• Closing words (AGEVEC representative, LKDF/UNIDO)

Virpi Stucki
AGEVEC, LKDF
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